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A new exciting campaign called realestate 4 ransom has started this
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back page. It will be interesting to see how the public responds.
This is the first issue with a theme, ‘resource rents’ and about half the
content reflects this theme. Next issue’s theme is the environment or environmental sustainability. I hope you can contribute to it.
The Prosper Australia committee are still considering the role and guidelines for this magazine and I
know some of you will be keen to hear the outcome.
This issue is later than I had hoped but I trust you
will enjoy reading it over the christmas break. Have a
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JOIN US
If you like the ideas you’ve read
here please join our organization,
Prosper Australia. Membership
costs $30 and includes a subscription to PROGRESS.
Overseas members $35.
Progress subscription only $15.

Merry Christmas and a happy holiday season.
Lloyd Churches

New members
event
Thursday February 4th, 6.30 - 8.15 pm
Prosper Australia would
like to invite you to its home
in Hardware Lane for a casual
roundtable of chatter on key
issues and an organisational
overview. Drinks and nibblies
provided.
A very warm welcome
to our new members and to
any friends of Prosper who
would just like to know more.
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Tom Price Iron Ore Mine W.A.
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resource rent DEBATE
Do governments recognize that resources belong to everyone?
Are we getting our fair share? How should our government manage our resources?

This is an extract from an
editorial in the Australian
Financial Review on 26th
August, 2009. It is by Alan
Mitchell, the Economics Editor.

The talk about replacing state mining royalties with a resource rent tax
regime makes a lot of sense but it also
raises questions about how exactly we
will achieve the reform of state taxes.
Economists have long argued that
output-based state royalties are inefficient because they tend to overtax lowprofit projects (stopping some projects
from getting off the ground), while
undertaxing very profitable projects.
For an economy that is highly
dependent on a resource sector financed
largely by foreign investors, this seems a
strange policy lapse. And as the global
mobility of capital forces governments
to rely more on “immobile” tax bases
such as land and natural resources,
the inefficiencies of Australia’s mining royalty regimes will become more
important.
The more efficient alternative is a
royalty tied to “profits”, but only the
Northern Territory bases its royalties on
the net value of mine production.
The federal government’s petroleum resource rent tax is, in practical
terms, the gold standard of profit-based
royalties, since it is designed to tax only
super-normal profits — or what the
economists call rent.
In theory, the resource rent tax
applies only to profits in excess of the
minimum rate of return needed to attract private capital to the project. This
minimum rate of return can be very
high because it must cover the large
risks attached to investment in mining
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exploration and development.
The rent tax applies only to “excess” returns or economic rent. These
super-normal profits typically are made
by the richest deposits with the lowest
costs of extraction and transport, which
benefit the high world prices needed
to cover the costs of their less-efficient
competitors.
The objective of taxing excess
profits is to get a reasonable return on
the sale of the community’s natural
resources without weighing the industry

have stuck with their output-based
royalties is that they require much less
information than a profits-based tax.
Any shift to a more efficient national royalty regime, it seems, will require
strong federal intervention to overcome
the state concerns.
“If the most efficient charge is
a profits-based royalty, but the states
would prefer a less-volatile revenue
stream, we might have an argument in
favour of the commonwealth taking the
lead in policy,” Henry said in a recent
speech.
But this is just one of several areas
in which the federal government will
need to take the lead.

Assessment of
Mining Revenue
David Spain, having read the
AFR’s article (left) had the following
observations and suggestions:

down with excessive taxation.
Yet, as the Treasury secretary, Ken
Henry, has acknowledged, the states
have shown little interest in shifting
from their inefficient output-based royalty regimes.
The reason, he suggests, is an
“unease about the potential lack of
revenue flows in the early years of a
resource project and the risk of lower
revenue flows because of the lower
profitability”. The state governments, it
seems, prefer to avoid sharing the risks
attached to the profitability of mining
projects, even at the cost of lower longrun returns to their own economies and
their budgets.
The other reason state governments

1. If Site Revenue were collected
generally, speculation in land (& landbased products) would cease to divert
funds. These would have to be applied
to productive enterprise, including
mining. Whilst mining might involve
higher risks, this would be reflected in
bid-prices for extraction rights.
2. Prospecting should be treated
entirely separately to extraction. Prospectors would require a licence, both
general and also area-specific. The latter
type would be constrained by many
conditions (environmental etc). Prospectors would have no right, or even
inside-running, to extract resources
found. How to remunerate them? I
don’t know. Maybe, upon approval
of a project for either Crown study
or extraction, the prospector’s proven
costs would be repaid and he would be
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granted a capped royalty geared to the
value of resources found.
3. All natural resources belong
to the Crown. Once discovered, their
quality, extent & extraction costs should
be studied by the Crown and, provided
extraction is to be permitted environmentally, a (secret) reserve price set for
auction bids.
4. Extraction rights should be
linked to the volume of ore, or perhaps
to the volume of raw material extracted.
They would be auctioned publicly,
perhaps by tender, and successful bidders would have to comply with strict
requirements. These would include
minimum production targets, methods
of extraction & storage & transportation and rehabilitation bonds. Extraction rights would be available for a strict
term, say 5 years. The bidder would
have to pay, and factor into the bid, all
set-up costs (buildings, roads, removal
of overburden) .
5. At end of term the extraction
rights would be re-auctioned. If a different bidder won the rights, property in
the infrastructure would pass to the new
bidder at replacement cost. The earlier
environmental bonds would be repaid
by the successor.
6. All bid prices (less cost of
prospector royalties, Crown studies,
legal documents & auction) would go to
consolidated revenue.

ticipate in such developments.
“Foreign direct investment has been
a critical and valued enabler for Australia, and the natural resources sector in
particular,” Mr Argus told a Melbourne
Mining Club lunch attended by about
550 guests, including former BHP chairman Arvi Parbo, former Western Mining chief executive Hugh Morgan and
Qantas chairman and former Rio Tinto
chief executive Leigh Clifford.
“It is certainly part of the solution
for the foreseeable future, but we must
ask ourselves: what economic rent do
we charge for access to our endowment assets? And how do we encourage
ongoing local investor participation in
these future growth opportunities?”
Later Mr Argus suggested the
Federal Government could introduce a
policy imposing a 15-year limit on foreign investors developing and running
major projects -- and then perhaps be
required to float about half the asset so
local investors could participate.
He warned that Australia faced
increased competition from China’s
growing resources investment in South
Africa, Brazil, and countries along its
borders.
“I don’t think we should be complacent with what China is endeavouring
to do to be able to provide for its own,”
he said. “I see some quite strong competition emerging.”

Foreigners need to
pay some rent, says
Don Argus

Who owns Australia’s
resources?

By Felicity Williams, Herald Sun,
October 23, 2009.
BHP Billiton chairman Don Argus
stoked the foreign investment debate
yesterday, urging Australia to ensure local investors are not locked out of new
projects.
In what is likely to be one of his last
public addresses ahead of his retirement
next year, Mr Argus said the country
needed foreign investment to fund large
projects -- not only in the resources sector, but across all industries.
But he added that Australia should
extract some form of “economic rent”
from foreign investors allowed to par-

same as ownership by the people but are
our governments managing our mineral
resources as if they belonged to us?
What I see happening is governments
that are desperately looking for economic growth and job creation doing
bad deals with companies who agree to
invest in the infrastructure and provide
jobs. The problem with the deals is that
once the mining operation is up and going and investors get their return in investment is that the company continues
to earn handsomely. The only revenue
collected is a royalty which is a set price
per tonne of mineral extracted which
goes to the states and company income
tax that goes to the federal government.
What’s left is a rent stream that is capitalized and reflected in the share price
of the companies, giving capital gains
to those rich enough to afford a share
portfolio.
I’d like to see government take the
risks and the excess profits. Governments are big enough to absorb losses
as they are cancelled by other successes.
I’d like to see an annual dividend sent
equally to every citizen of the state.
Second choice would be that dividends
go to general revenue and reducing
taxes. This is what happens in Alaska,
citizens receive a dividend from oil
resources. To ensure efficiency, the job
of extraction should be given to companies through a competitive tendering
process.
By Lloyd Churches.

I want land rent to be collected and
shared. I know that it is not collected
for most types of land like residential,
commercial, industrial and agricultural
but what about mining lands? I wasn’t
sure so I’ve done some research and
found out. The old common law states
that all minerals belonged to those who
had title to the land except for gold,
silver and precious metals that always
belonged to the crown. However, I was
pleased to see that this law has been
abolished and replaced by statute law so
that the state governments own all the
minerals.
Now it should go without saying
that ownership by the government is the
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Botswana’s Resource
Rents

This is an extract from chapter 2 of Fred Harrison’s book The Silver Bullet.
Africa’s bleak history of neocolonialism is legend, but the clues to
prosperity can be excavated from that
past with the aid of the right tools.
Botswana, for example, has performed remarkably well compared to
her sub-Saharan neighbours. Why? The
country’s per capita income of nearly
$10,000 far exceeds what others are
achieving. There is even better news,
however. Botswana is free of civil conflicts. She has enjoyed democracy for
the last 40 years. Contrary to the Sachs
resource curse thesis, and the Collier
democracy thesis, this country effected
a successful transition to post-colonial
sovereignty.
Botswana is rich in diamonds, gold,
nickel and copper, yet she does not
suffer from the resource curse. (Editor
note: The resource curse was explained
in a previous chapter and refers to the
incorrect doctrine that a country rich
in resources makes democracy malfuction and economic growth slow.) She
is also landlocked, which according to
Sachs is supposed to be a constraint
on economic growth. This is a country
with relatively low tax rates, high public
spending on school and health services
and it is ranked as Africa’s least corrupt
country, with one of the world’s highest
average growth rates over the past four
decades. Here is a puzzle that needs
explaining. Can we open Acemoglu’s
‘black box’ to discover why Botswana is
a model for her neighbours?
The IMF posed the question:
Did Botswana escape from the resource curse? “Resource rents tend
to bring about not only conflict but
also corruption.”Botswana, however,
dedicated her resource rents to investment in public infrastructure under a
fiscal discipline called the Sustainable
Budget Index. In addition, government
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channels rents into the Pula Fund,
which invests for the long-term benefit
of the nation. But why does Botswana’s
government behave in this public
spirited way instead of dissipating rents
in corruption and conflict? This was the
question addressed by Daron Acemoglu
and his colleagues. They conclude that
Botswana had good institutions, which
they define as institutions of private
property. They stress the importance of
the individual.

How did these various features of
Botswana’s history and political situation affect the design of its institutions?
To answer this question, we first have
to note that institutions are ultimately
the endogenous creation of individuals.
Institution building, therefore, has to be
analysed within the context of the interests of the actors and the constraints
facing them.
We shall explain in chapter 3 that
this stress on the role of the individual
is a serious misrepresentation of reality.
It understates the role of institutions
and culture in general, in enabling people to make decisions that are of mutual
benefit to everyone in the community.

The primary example is the provision
of what economists call ‘public goods’
– the shared services (public health,
transportation) that we need as we go
about our daily lives.
The key, in this case, was noted by
Acemoglu and his colleagues: the colonising British did not unravel traditional
tribal practices. But nor did they invest
in the territory’s infrastructure. So when
colonial rule ended in 1966, the country
was much as it was before the intrusion
of Europeans. The outcome was the
survival of tribal institutions that encouraged broad participation in decision-making and traditional constraints
on tribal leaders. But what, precisely,
disciplined the people and their leaders
to ensure good economic policies when,
“in the rest of Africa, good economics
is often bad politics – ie, good economic
policies often do not generate enough
rents for politicians, or they make it
more likely that the government will be
overthrown”. Acemoglu et al employ
mathematics to compare the institutions
of a variety of countries to conclude
that effective property rights which are
associated with institutions of private
property (their emphasis), provide the
answer: success in Botswana was not
due to the rich resource endowment but
good institutions.
Those institutions reach back to
pre-colonial times, when “land was
collectively owned [and] cattle were
privately owned”. Following independence the government passed the Mines
and Minerals Act (1967). This vested
sub-soil mineral rights in the national
government, at a time when the country had one abattoir, two secondary
schools and few paved roads. Then
diamonds were discovered, followed
by copper and nickel. The spectacular
record of social development was the
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consequence, because “these resource
rents have been invested rather than
squandered”.
Diamond rents were widely distributed and the extent of this wealth
increased the opportunity cost of
undermining the good institutional path
– no group wanted to fight to expand
its rents at the expense of ‘rocking the
boat’. But to what do we attribute the
cultural ethos which facilitated the diffusion of rents, through government, in
a way that raised investment in infrastructure? Acemoglu et al insist that
this was the result of “an underlying set
of institutions – institutions of private
property – that encouraged investment
and economic development”. Our
competing thesis is that it was the traditional ethic of sharing land – of collective property rights in the resources of
nature (land), but not of capital (cattle)
– that explains Botswana’s remarkable
achievement.
In 1980, a survey of property rights
in land was presented by a politician
who was to become Deputy Speaker of
the Botswana legislature. BK Temane
described three distinct land tenure
systems. Freehold land represented 6%
of the total. State land covered 23% of
the territory, and 71% was designated as
tribal land.
Historically, all land in Botswana
was vested in the Chiefs of various
tribes to be held in trust for members
of that tribe. Land was allocated by the
Chiefs’ representatives – the ward head
and sub-ward heads upon application
by tribesmen. Membership in a given
tribe ensured an individual’s right of
access to tribal land for his use.
After independence, tribal arrangements were preserved through the Tribal
Land Act (1968). Modifications, such as
the Tribal Grazing Policy, were undertaken only after extensive consultations
through the kgotla (village) meetings, so
people were able to influence legislation. Land boards were created and
land allocated on the basis of leases of
50 years (renewable). “The leaseholder
is also subject to a rent on the land payable to the land board, subject to review
every five years,” reported Temane.

In the tribal land tenure system,
“speculation in land is avoided and even
the poorest member of the tribe is not
‘landless’”. Freehold tenure in towns
was regarded as a “relic of the colonial
past. It is now considered inappropriate
to grant freehold title as this deprives
the state of any future say in the ownership of the land unless it is acquired
compulsorily”. Problems continued
which needed to be addressed, particularly the attitude of financial institutions
that favoured freehold property rights.
Nonetheless, Botswana succeeded in
achieving what was exceptional in
sub-Sahara Africa simply because the
British just did not covet a territory that
was blighted by the Kalahari Desert. As
a result, tribal property rights secure the
individual’s access to the community’s
land in the post-colonial era. Thus, land
was not a contested asset.

There was, however, one risk: economic growth would result in the rise in
the value of urban land. This could lead
to the inequities that are the institutionalised cause of poverty in the West.
Botswana addressed that issue.
Government, tribe or state ‘ownership’ of the land in the ultimate, ensures
that land values are increased if at all
for the community’s benefit and that
community investment does not unevenly favour some individuals simply
because they happen to own some land.
Thus, social stability and economic
growth were achieved not because of institutions that stressed private property
rights. Rather, the success may be attributed to a more complex, sophisticated

philosophy of property: the conjunction
of individual and community rights in a
form that harmonises private and social
interests. Thus, in terms of our figure
of property rights (on p. 47 above),
Botswana would be located towards the
north-west corner of quadrant A.
Botswana did not suffer a resource
curse – of private corruption and public
conflict – because rents, in the main,
were reserved for the community’s benefit. This was achieved because society
preserved a customary sense of the
right of everyone to share the riches of
nature. The economic surplus would be
diffused through the public sector while,
through the tax system, the weakest
burden possible was imposed on capital
investment in private enterprise.
Two caveats need to be introduced.
First, countries that are not rich in
natural resources are not automatically
disadvantaged compared to a country
like Botswana (see box opposite).
Second, it would be a mistake to
idealise the Botswana model and thereby overlook residual problems. We will
identify one, the case of the Kalahari
Bushmen (see box over). This illustrates
how even an enlightened government
can intrude on people’s land rights – ostensibly in the name of the public good.
This means that, unless the individual
can enforce rights against government
without those rights being manipulated,
there is a risk of losing one’s natural
right of access to use land.
But the most important lesson to
be carried out of Botswana comes from
an incident that occurred at the critical
historical juncture when the country became independent. This was the time of
greatest vulnerability for the indigenous
population in terms of the capacity to
build a post-tribal politicised society
that was capable of taking its place
among the international community of
nations.
Botswana then had a per capita
GDP of $100. Would the people be free
to enjoy the fruits of their natural resources in a sovereign state? Diamonds
lay beneath the desert, and these could
fund the services that would raise standards of health and welfare. But they
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lacked the technology to extract and market
the diamonds, so they would need foreign
assistance. In stepped de Beers, the South
African diamond cartel. What happened
then is told by Joseph Stiglitz in Globalisation and its Discontents.
Shortly after independence, the cartel
paid Botswana $20m for a diamond concession in 1969, which reportedly returned
$60m in profits a year. In other words, the
payback period was four months!
Unfortunately for de Beers, the government of Botswana then enlisted the help of
a lawyer from the World Bank. He argued
forcefully for a renegotiation of the contract.
The mining interests were outraged. Under
dispute was a huge flow of rental income.
De Beers…tried to tell people that
Botswana was being greedy. They used what
political muscle they could, through the
World Bank, to stop him [the lawyer]. In the
end, they managed to extract a letter from
the World Bank making it clear that the
lawyer did not speak for the Bank. Botswana’s response: That is precisely why we are
listening to him.
The dispute was resolved with the discovery of a second large diamond deposit.
This enabled Botswana to renegotiate the
whole commercial relationship with de
Beers – to the mutual benefit of both parties.
In this episode we see how easy it would
have been for Botswana to go down the
route to mass poverty. It was the intervention of a “brilliant and dedicated lawyer”,
seconded to the government by the World
Bank (which then denied him), which
rescued the country from a predatory deal.
Without that intervention, the extra millions
of dollars would not have made much difference to the fabulous profits of the diamond
cartel. But those rents made the difference
between poverty and prosperity for hundreds
of thousands of people in Botswana.
To lay the solid institutional foundations
for growth and prosperity, the peoples of the
neo-colonised world need to instruct their
governments to undertake a renegotiation
over their nation’s rents similar to what happened in Botswana. For the redevelopment
of their societies rests exclusively on coming
to terms with a richer understanding of the
meaning of rent as public value.
Fred Harrison’s book, The Silver Bullet is
available from our bookshop for $20.
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Bolivia reclaims
its resources
On May 1, 2006, Bolivian President Morales
announced his intent to re-nationalize Bolivian
hydrocarbon assets. While stating that the
initiative would not be an expropriation,
Morales sent Bolivian troops to occupy 56 gas
installations simultaneously. Troops were also
sent to the two Petrobras-owned refineries in
Bolivia, which provide over 90% of Bolivia’s
refining-capacity. A deadline of 180 days was
announced, by which all foreign energy firms
were required to sign new contracts giving
Bolivia majority ownership and as much as
82% of revenues (the latter for the largest
natural gas fields). All such firms signed
contracts.
Gas was previously sold to Argentina for 60
cents per BTU and today it is sold for $5. In
3 years Bolivia earned US$6.4 billion from its
hydrocarbons.
This is just one measure of many that
President Morales has introduced and which
is transforming Bolivia. Other achievements
within 4 years include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nationalized the National Telephone Company
Reduced extreme poverty by 6%.
Water and Sewage for 821,000 people.
Dignity Pension for 687,000 old people.
Gave title to 26 million hectares which
benefited 98,454 families.
Increased teachers’ salaries by 30%.
Eradicated Illiteracy
Constructed
545 health
establishments
Economic Growth
of Bolivia: 6.15%.
Reduced the
Foreign Debt from
$US 4.4 billion to
$US 2.4 billion.

Imagine what could be
achieved if all resources
were made common assets
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Raising Revenue From
Mineral Deposits

by Gavin Putland

If a “site” is a piece of ground or airspace, then the
“rent” of the site is simple enough: it is the price per unit time
that the highest rational bidder will pay for the use of that
ground or airspace, subject to any legal constraints on the
uses to which that ground or airspace may be put.
But what if the “site” confers -- or simply is -- the right to
exploit a mineral deposit? At any given time, that right will
command a rent of so much per year. But because the deposit
is depletable, the time over which the rent can be collected is
limited. Moreover, as other deposits are depleted, the value of
this deposit will presumably increase over time.
“Hotelling’s rule” says that because the conservation of
this resource must be competitive with other uses of capital,
the capitalized rent per unit of the remaining portion of this
deposit must increase at the going rate of interest, in which
case the present value of the right to exploit the deposit is
independent of the timing. But this rule assumes unrestricted
competition between uses of “capital”. If in fact the “capital” available to exploit this deposit comes from a limited
pool of which the owners expect some element of economic
rent, then the remaining portion of the deposit must appreciate faster than the going rate of interest in order to justify its
conservation. If, in addition, this deposit is a small part of the
global reserve, exploiting it faster will not significantly accelerate the appreciation of the remaining portion, in which case
the company with access to the resource will simply deplete
the resource as fast as its capital allows. That (as Michael
Hudson told me in October) is what typically happens.
With this background, let us consider six possible methods of raising public revenue from the mineral deposit:
1. Impose a “specific” royalty -- that is,
a charge proportional to the quantity extracted.

3. Charge the market rent for access to the deposit.
This approach collects economic rent. But for that very
reason, this approach makes inaccessible (low-rent) deposits
competitive with accessible (high-rent) deposits, and does not
force the conservation of the former. And because it collects
rent per unit *time*, it encourages the mining company to
minimize the time -- by depleting the resource as fast as possible.
4. Bill the mining company for the reduction
in the total assessed value of the deposit.
This approach captures economic rent because the total
value of the deposit is none other than capitalized economic
rent. So it too does not force the conservation of low-rent
deposits. But because the charge is proportional to depletion
rather than time, it does not encourage the mining company
to exhaust the deposit as fast as possible.
5. Assert public ownership of the resource,
and retain the proceeds of sales as public revenue,
but call competitive tenders for the extraction.
Under this approach, the lowest tenderer will get only
a normal return on its capital, so that the surplus return
(economic rent) will accrue to the public. If the tender is for
a fixed amount, the winning tenderer will want to get out
of the project as soon as possible, and will not want to exert
itself to extract the more inaccessible parts of the deposit. If
the tender is an amount per annum, the winning tenderer will
not be in any hurry to get on with the job.
6. Some combination of the above

This charge bears no relation to the economic rent, but
has the virtue of encouraging conservation: if the rent of
extraction is not sufficient to cover the royalty, the deposit
will be conserved until prices rise high enough to cover the
royalty.
2. Impose an “ad valorem” royalty -- that is,
a charge proportional to the sale price at the mine head.

A mixture of the above approaches will produce a mixture of the associated incentives. In deciding what mixture is
appropriate, one should note that to encourage conservation
of a resource is to discourage any undesirable side-effects
caused by exploitation of the resource. One such side-effect is
greenhouse gas emissions.
Gavin Putland, Research Officer.

This is closer to “capacity to pay” than a specific royalty,
but still does not reflect economic rent. Like a specific royalty,
it encourages conservation.
PROGRESS November - December 2009
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Reclaim Vermont’s
Resource Sovereignty
Gary Flomenhoft of Burlington is a research associate/fellow at the Gund Institute at the
University of Vermont, USA.
What would you do if the following happened to you? The first thing
you noticed was the emergency cash in
your bureau drawer disappearing from
time to time; a 5 here, and 10 there,
barely noticeable, but sure enough the
fund was shrinking. The garage began
to smell bad, like someone had left the
car running. It choked you to go in
there. Then one day came the burglary.
It was quite a heist, but the dog hadn’t
even barked. How could that be? You
woke up one day and all the electronics
were gone -- all your TVs, radios, cell
phones and computers. The safe in the
basement with some precious metals,
rocks and gems had vanished. Your well
had run dry, some trees were missing in
the backyard, and your kid’s pet ferret
was gone.
The robbers had left lots of evidence: fingerprints, pieces of clothing,
foot prints. You called the police, but
they wouldn’t even investigate. The burglars had somehow convinced them it
was all their property. The dog had been
fed treats by the thieves, and licked their
hand. Bad dog! You wouldn’t tolerate
this situation for one second, would
you? But you do. You tolerate something equally bad every day and don’t
even know it. Here’s why:
Banks create 93 percent of the
money supply through interest-bearing
loans, putting an invisible inflationary
tax on everything. Thus goes the cash
in your drawer. Is there some law of
nature that says prices must always rise?
Of course not. Electronics and many
other goods get cheaper all the time.
The Constitution says Congress has the
power to print money, not banks, and
nowhere does it say to attach interest
to it.
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Users of fossil fuels pour CO2 and
other emissions into the atmosphere at
no charge, degrading the environment,
making us sick and changing the climate. This is beginning to change with
cap-and-trade auctions, the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative and carbon
taxes. The FCC has given away 98 percent of our “public airwaves,” a bigger
theft than all your TVs, radios and cell
phones combined.
In terms of its resources, Vermont
resembles an economic colony more
than a sovereign state. Mineral rights in
Vermont are owned by private companies. Nothing is paid to the state except
a tiny amount of property tax on surface value, just like stealing the treasure
chest from your basement. Groundwater is extracted in Vermont at no charge
and exported by out-of-state bottling
companies, despite the new public trust
law for groundwater. Would you let
them do that to your well? In addition,
most of Vermont’s hydropower resources are owned by TransCanada, and 82
percent of surface-water withdrawals
are used free of charge by Vermont
Yankee for cooling water.
Meanwhile, citizens and businesses are subject to taxation of earned
income, which impacts job creation and
economic productivity, while resource
owners collect massive amounts of
unearned income.
How did this robbery happen and
why didn’t the dog bark? The dog (government officials) have been fed treats
(campaign contributions and lobbyist
perks) by private companies to give
them property rights to our resources.
The police (legal system) have been
convinced that the common wealth of
society should be private property.

David Bollier calls this phenomenon “silent theft”; the silent privatization and draining of the commons of
all value by private corporations. It’s
time to reverse course. Our recent study
says there is about $1.2 billion revenue
available in Vermont per year from rent
on common assets such as the atmospheric sink, ground and surface water,
broadcast spectrum, Internet, minerals,
etc. That’s enough for a $1,972 dividend check for every Vermonter, like
the $2,000 Alaska Permanent Fund
dividend. All over the world countries
are beginning to exert sovereignty over
their resources, such as Ecuador over oil
and Bolivia over lithium. Can Vermont
reclaim sovereignty over its natural and
social resources or will we remain a
“banana republic?”
http://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/article/20090701/OPINION/90709031
Gary Flomenhoft was interviewed on our radio
show, Renegade Economists, Wed 9th December.
www.earthsharing.org.au/renegade-economists/

Resources for rent?
By Jon Reidel
Gary Flomenhoft knew he faced
a tall order in trying to convince the
Vermont House Committee on Ways
and Means that the state should collect
economic rent on its natural resources.
The concept of charging corporations
for the use of water, air and other common assets would be a hard sell and had
already died a quiet death two years
earlier as a bill that never got out of
committee.
Determined to make this time different, Flomenhoft, a research associate in the Department of Community
Development and Applied Economics,
arrived at the State House armed with
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a glossy, 52-page research report titled
“Valuing Common Assets for Public
Finance in Vermont,” compiled by 11
UVM students from the Master’s of
Public Administration (MPA) program,
and an oversized check for $1,972 representing the amount every Vermonter
would receive under the proposal. Most
importantly, the study contained what
the previous report and accompanying
bill (S.44) introduced by Hinda Miller
(D-Burlington) lacked: actual dollar
values for each common asset.

value added to charging rent for use of
common assets,” writes Flomenhoft in
his executive summary. “This allows us
to ‘tax bads, not goods,’ as many economists from all sides of the political
spectrum have urged in recent years.”
An image of the front page of the report is below
and the following piece is an extract from it.

Who Owns
Vermont’s Rocks

Download the report from www.earthsharing.org.au/2009/12/09/this-valuable-earth/

Overall, students calculated that
the state’s common assets are worth
$1.2 billion annually, accounting for
the $1,972 dividend check for each
Vermonter. Flomenhoft pointed out
that every Alaskan (children included)
received $3,200 in 2008 from oil companies who paid for the right to drill for
oil. Students were charged with assigning values to each of Vermont’s assets,
which fall into two categories: natural
assets (air, ground water, surface water,
minerals, wildlife and fish, forests,
etc.) and socially created assets (stock
market, internet, land values and other
creations of society as a whole). Legislators seemed intrigued by the potential
revenue.
“This (original) bill was high on
the mountaintop,” said Miller, who
is expected to submit a new version
of the bill next session, at a press
conference following Flomenhoft’s
testimony. “Gary and his students
brought it down to earth with real
numbers and by taking a conceptual
idea and putting actual dollars to it. I
think it has a lot of potential.”
Flomenhoft points out that the
Alaska oil revenue sharing system was
set up by a conservative Republican
governor and was increased by Gov.
Sarah Palin. Flomenhoft, who bases his
concepts on the book Capitalism 3.0 by
Peter Barnes, notes that revenue isn’t
generated on earned income, but rather
on the resource itself.
“By recovering economic rent currently privatized, we can begin to shift
our public revenue system from taxing

“It is my belief that Vermont’s
wide array of stones and minerals fall
into Paine’s view of common property
and that some sort of financial reparation should be made to the citizens of
Vermont to compensate them for the
excavation of this commonly shared
non renewable natural resource,” states
Raphael.
He found that unlike Alaska, where
the constitution states that the public
owns the sub-surface resources, in
Vermont mining companies pay only
surface property taxes, and nothing to
extract the minerals below. The mining
industry is still governed by the Mining Act of 1872. He finds the value of
minerals extracted in Vermont to be

$96.8 million annually not including
talc and slate, which are claimed to be
proprietary. They do this on land valued
at $132 million which means at the
average property tax rate of 2.79% they
are paying $3.7 million in taxes. Adding
the property and annual mineral value
Raphael finds that mining companies
are only paying 1.6% of this total in
property taxes.
He also points out that when the
minerals are gone, Vermont loses jobs,
income, and gets a large clean up bill
when all that is left are abandoned
mines and environmental waste.
Raphael recommends a royalty system of 10% on the value of minerals extracted, which is lower than oil royalties
in Alaska of 12-15%. This would generate $9.7 million for a mineral trust fund.
“Vermont needs to reclaim the rights to
all its natural resources including minerals…By setting up a permanent fund to
offset the extraction of non-renewable
mineral resources, Vermont will ensure
the prosperity of its amazing heritage
and provide a current and future flow of
revenue for its citizens.”
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A visit to Qatar
How does a poor desert country become the richest country with a booming economy?
Report by Lloyd Churches.

It was interesting that after deciding to have a resource rent theme for
the next issue of Progress that I would
happen to visit one of the worlds’ richest nations, Qatar. Qatar (pronounced
‘kattar’) is obscenely rich in gas and oil
reserves, especially gas which is shipped
in giant super tankers to nations around
the world. Doha, the capital city is
rapidly expanding with construction
happening everywhere.
Qatar is an Arab nation located in
the Middle East and in the middle of
the Persian Gulf. The entire land of
Qatar is actually a peninsula which is
attached to the much larger Arabian
Peninsula. It is land neighbors with Saudi Arabia. Not far south is the United
Arab Emirates with cities Abu Dhabi
and Dubai. To the north is Bahrain and
across the Persian Gulf is Iran. It is a
hot arid desert land full of sand dunes
and bare rock. When I was there in
October 2009, they said the last time
it had rained was December 2008. But
it is being transformed by its underground wealth. Water is desalinated and
pumped everywhere.
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Nearly everything is provided for
the Qataris. It is becoming a modern
welfare state. Water is free. Electricity is free. College students are paid to
study. When a Qatari man is married
the state gives him land and a loan to
build a house. By the way the loan is
interest free and I’m told they don’t
need to repay for 40 years! He’s also
given a monthly allowance of about
US$7000. And, there are no taxes! No
income tax, no sales tax, no land tax,
nothing. Working is frowned upon, unless it’s working for the government or
some other high status job. Working for
the government is not really working.
Government departments have incredible names like the Department for First
Time Rental Disputes. Even when they
have a government job, some don’t turn
up for work, preferring to play golf,
watch the camel races or go driving in
the desert sand dunes.
So if Qataris don’t work, who does?
Who is building the city, extracting the
gas, watering the trees, serving in the
shops and restaurants? The answer is
immigrants. Yes Qatar is a class society

with citizens being the upper class and
immigrants the working class. The
population of Qatar is roughly 1.5 million and only about 300,000 are citizens. Most others have come to Qatar
to work so as to support a family back
in their homeland. A significant number
live is so called ‘camps’ outside the city
and are transported into the city daily
to work on construction, street cleaning and watering gardens. Some have
likened them to slaves. They immigrate
voluntarily but are often forced to accept worse contract terms on arrival.
If they do anything wrong they will be
sent home and can never return. They
have a right to leave Qatar only once in
2 years or more if their sponsor allows.
There are so many questions that
come to mind when I think of Qatar.
How inefficient is it to build a large city
in the desert? Should the enormous gas
reserves be shared with the world? Do
the Qatari’s think about global warming and climate change? Would they
consider reducing their consumption
of fossil fuels? (They currently have the
highest in the world of 55 tons CO2 per
year per person.) What will this place be
like in 40 years or when the gas or oil is
depleted?
But it’s interesting that there are no
taxes. It must make it much simpler for
business, not having to do tax returns,
no black market, no disincentive to
work. Certainly there is a booming
economy if you consider the construction going on everwhere. I wonder if
they have any involuntary unemployment? It would be interesting to know
more. Visit Wikipedia to see what you
can find.
Left: The Qatari males wear traditional white arab dress and females
wear black. Immigrants wear normal
western attire or work clothes.
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REAL ESTATE 4 RANSOM
Campaign Hits The Streets
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will HousE Prices Fall?
Housing The Bubble That Noone Dares Burst
By Tom Ormonde, staff writer for THE AGE, November 14, 2009

THE phrase “safe as houses” was always ridiculous, and
not just because it’s a cliche. Bricks, mortar and gaudy imitation period features can be a good investment, but frequently
aren’t, particularly when procured near the top of a boom.
Ask anyone who bought an apartment in Tokyo during
Japan’s real estate and sharemarket bubble of the late 1980s.
Prices there still haven’t recovered.
In Britain and the US, anyone who bought a house in
late 2006 is likely to be regretting it now, if not living in a tent
or caravan. Had they waited, they could have got in for up to
30 per cent less.
So why should it be different in Australia? Why, as other
parts of the developed world take the nasty medicine of a
property slump, have house prices in Australia merely eased
and then advanced to new levels of unaffordability? Are we
missing something here?
The evidence would suggest we are. And it’s a variation
on another cliche: what goes up too much must come down.
By historical precedent and conventional market theory,
the residential market in Australia is overvalued. When
someone on a better-than-average income cannot afford an
average-priced home without a major donation from grandma or mum and dad, something should give - if not right
now, then eventually.
The news that Melbourne’s median house price rose 6.1
per cent in the September quarter to a record was greeted
with predictable glee in some places. House prices going up is
always reported as “good news”.
But for whom? Certainly not first-time buyers on the
open-for-inspection treadmill. And while existing owners
might feel richer when values go up, most are not better off
in real terms - they still just own a house - unless they’ve borrowed against it to buy other real estate.
On the most recent measure, Melbourne’s median house
price is $487,246. Add to that $21,204.76 in stamp duty to
which the state helps itself and average earners have to find
the equivalent of more than eight years’ full-time pay to buy a
humble shelter.
This is way out of proportion to historical norms. As
recently as the 1980s, an average house could be bought for
about three times the average annual wage. Even factoring in
the rise of dual-income households, today’s prices don’t look
nearly affordable by comparison.
Other objective measures of value also point to a bubble.
According to Australian Property Monitors, rental houses
have been attracting average gross annual rents of 4.17 per
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cent of their value. While this might look OK compared with
bank deposits and sharemarket dividends, it is a miserable
return when you deduct all the overheads faced by landlords.
To make money, they must rely on the capital value rising
much faster than inflation.
This is what’s been happening. In the decade to 2008,
as consumer prices rose by less than 40 per cent, residential
values in Australian cities more than doubled.
One result of this has been redemption for a generation
of spivvy spruikers who use late-night
TV ads to sell to ordinary people the
idea of getting rich using borrowed
money to speculate on real estate.
The spruikers have thrived with
the assistance of easy credit and bad
government policy. From the start,
there were warnings that the main effect of giving grants to first-time home
buyers would be to inflate prices. A
high-school economics student could
have told you what happens when
you stoke demand without a corresponding boost in supply. But MPs
desperate to be seen to tackle housing
affordability went ahead anyway.
Big falls in interest rates and
abundant credit were probably bigger
factors still, creating a temporary illusion of affordability and drawing in
buyers.
Add to that mix record immigration levels and a trend towards singleperson households, and you have a serious excess of demand
over supply. It’s not hard to see why prices headed up again
as soon as we appeared to have dodged a recession.
The market may not quite be a Ponzi scheme - the classic
scam where the only way to profit is to get in and out quickly,
selling out to bigger suckers before it all collapses. But the
trajectory of the past decade is not sustainable, either economically or socially.
Rising interest rates and a partial winding back of home
grants are already set to ease demand pressure. Governments
are also talking about removing obstacles to the supply of
new housing. The big challenge will be to ensure the inevitable adjustment in prices is not calamitous.
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- Yes They Will
Fall In Housing Starts To Impact Prices
By Professor Michael Hudson

HIGHER land and house prices typically lead to an
increased supply of housing. Yet at the peak of Australia’s
perennial housing affordability crisis, the Housing Industry
Association declared that there would be a 13 per cent fall in
housing starts this calendar year, compounding last year’s 18
per cent fall.
In light of massive rezonings in Victoria and improved
planning bureaucracy in many states, this can only be seen
as a warning that property insiders expect there to be a price
crash.
The public face of the housing
industry is quite different. So, what do
property investors expect that the rest
of the population does not?
Government spokesmen reflect
assurances by bankers and their major
category of customers - the real estate
industry - that Australia’s economy
is defying gravity. In reality, that is as
impossible in economic life as it is in
physical nature.
Property prices are defined by how
much a bank will lend. Donald Trump
claims that a man is worth what he
can borrow. This usually depends on
what a borrower can afford to pay, after
meeting basic break-even needs (the
cost of living, plus taxes). In the corporate sector, it means after-tax cash flow.
So property prices are set by the banks,
subject to the tax system.
The motto of real estate investors
is that rent is for paying interest - and whatever the tax collector relinquishes is available to be capitalised into a bank
loan as a flow of interest payments. The guiding idea is that
affordability determines property prices. One example of how
the tax system affects property prices is in its failure to distinguish land from capital improvements. Speculative withholding of prime locations from the market in an undeveloped or
unsold state creates artificial scarcity. This raises prices.
Property speculators are able to afford this hoarding to
the degree that the land’s potential site rent remains untaxed.
Taxing the land would bring underutilised land and other
property on to the market. It also would reduce the available
free-lunch rent that is currently capitalised into bank loans to
raise prices.

The myth is that higher property taxes increase the cost
of housing and office space over time. The reality is that
higher taxes would leave less site-rent to be pledged to banks
- thereby reducing the financial cost of property ownership
- while also enabling the government to shift the tax burden
back off labour on to property, as used to be the case in Australia before the mid-1970s.
This explains why the financial lobby supports the real
estate lobby in shaping public perceptions of the property
market - along with government financial policy towards the
finance, insurance and real estate sector.
Australia’s fiscal-financial system has become increasingly dysfunctional in giving tax preference to land-price
“capital” gains and hence property speculation rather than
tangible capital formation. Instead of raising living standards
by producing more, what passes as post-industrial “wealth
creation” takes the form of inflating asset prices on credit.
The result is a bubble economy. And inasmuch as asset-price
gains are fuelled by debt leveraging, wealth creation is more
accurately viewed as debt creation.
The problem is that debts remain in place even as prices
drop.And they are dropping in response to the economy’s
shrinking ability to pay, as more and more income is earmarked to pay debts run up in the past. This debt service is
not available for spending on goods and services. The result is
debt deflation. Lower spending on goods and services shrinks
the domestic market (and also shrinks imports), leading to
lower business profits and also lower business rentals. Lower
rental income results in lower property prices - and at a point,
property falls into negative equity: the mortgage debt exceeds
the current market price that home owners or commercial
investors can recover.
This is the end stage of debt-leveraged bubbles. In this
respect it behoves Australians to look ahead. It seems that
Australian property investors are also doing this. How else to
explain the cutback in new building?
Michael Hudson
is distinguished
research professor
at the University of
Missouri.
First published in
THE AGE, 11
November, 2009.
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Australian
News and Views
A regular column of short comments on news in the Australia media
by Geoff Forster.
Rich-Poor
Gap Widens

Rich Poor Gap
Drives Social Unrest

ANU political scientist Lindy Edwards recently commented (“The Age”,
17/8/09) that in the 1970s Australia
had one of the smallest gaps between
rich and poor in the world. By the early
2000s, after economic changes, the
divide had ballooned to be one of the
largest in the developed world. And
as Georgists well know, that divide is
not a matter of some people working
harder while others are loafing. She
commented on Ken Henry’s large-scale
tax review, and remarked that Henry
wondered: how much inequity should
we allow? Ken Henry would be well advised to study a sort of namesake, viz.
Henry George. If his review fails to take
due account of the inescapable law of
rent, it will not amount to very much.

Another article by the abovementioned Lindy Edwards explored the
tendency towards under-employment
arising from the tendency of businesses
to cut their wages payments by relying more on part-time employees. Of
course part-time work does suit some
people, but not a considerable number.
But until land prices are properly curbed
and we eliminate irrational taxes, our
economy will remain basically distorted
anyway, especially to the detriment of
workers in general.
The foregoing was reinforced by
another article by the same author on
the shrinking safety net for the jobless.
She warned: “We are heading on the
path of becoming a society with an
ever-deepening chasm between rich and
poor.” She maintained that the policy
of locking people into poorly paid,
low-status work with little prospect of
overall improvement is a driver of social
unrest; this policy, she maintained, from
the Rudd government is a continuation
of that of the Howard government. In
short: stopgap measures instead of radical reform.

Rich-Poor Gap
Statistics
Tim Colebatch, Age economics writer, a few days later gave some
interesting statistics. The average incomes among the richest 20% rose 74%
between 1995/96 and 2007/08, whereas
those of low-income earners rose less
than half. The top 20% of income
earners, after adjusting for family size,
increased their share of the nation’s income from 37.3% to 40.5% - more than
the total earnings of the bottom 60%.
Incidentally, Melbourne is the third
poorest capital city based on median income, behind Canberra, Darwin, Perth,
Brisbane and Sydney.
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Director gets it
A disturbing, graphic article on
poverty in contemporary society from
the director of a community legal service appeared in The Age of September
1. “Political parties seem to take the
least damaging way out rather than upset big business partners, sponsors and
high earners”, she wrote. Also: “We

cannot continue to ignore the significant
cracks in our society. History shows that
poverty is a certain stimulus to criminal
activity and ill health.” Overall, the
article was a clear vindication of the
warnings by Henry George in “Progress
and Poverty”.

Financing Public
Transport
The ABC’s four corners program
on October 5 dealt with the public
transport crisis in Sydney. One problem
seemed to be how to finance further
extensions. One proposal was to sell
off the electricity supply to private
operators. The idea that such extensions
could and should be financed by drawing upon the increases in land values
that would arise from the provision of
this amenity did not seem to be known
to the relevant politicians and their
advisers. Or is it rather that this method
is actually known, but there was an unwillingness to offend certain interests?

Migrant workers
exploited
An alarming article in THE AGE
of October 10 described the exploitation of farm workers in various parts of
rural Victoria. They are often migrant
workers, arranged by contractors of
dubious quality. Rents are often an
extortion racket. The process involved
is both criminal and immoral. It is all
a disturbing illustration of the power
of land monopoly in a society which is
supposed to be “the land of the fair go”.
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Letters
A selections of letters that members have had published in the media.

Polluters’ win is our
environment’s loss
“The Age”, November 25, 2009. by
Karl Williams
I THOUGHT the deal was that polluters had to pay, not get paid, for soiling our planet? Yet our Prime Minister
has agreed to give another $5 billion to
coal and other major polluters. It seems
that spin rules the day - it’s all about
being seen to do something, rather than
actually taking the necessary steps.
The Prime Minister and his
speechmakers have mastered the art of
cloaking their rhetoric in the language
of concern for our ecological wellbeing.
So much for the old lyrics of Environment Minister Peter Garrett. Bye,
bye, Barrier Reef. Bye, bye, MurrayDarling. Bye, bye, next generation,
perhaps, given that the chance of catastrophic climate change in their lifetime
is now greater than 50 per cent.

Land Tax on the reform agenda
“The Mercury”, 11 November 2009
by Leo Foley.
Dear Editor, Let the debate begin!
Congratulations to the government’s
Reference Group for putting Land Tax
on the reform agenda. Lets hope the
Henry Tax Review displays similar
courage.
I declare my support for the principle of taxing land. Not the current
flawed system, mind you, but a flat-rate,
broad-based tax that charges us for our
exclusive use of a precious naturalresource land.

Recent revelations about businesses
facing large land tax bills are harrowing,
but the flaws are in the implementation,
not the underlying base of the tax. Ask
yourself why those businesses that are
leasing their premises are paying land
tax at all. It is the owners of the land
that have reaped extraordinary gains
and wealth over the past few years; they
should pay the tax. Those businesses
should change their lawyers; land tax
should not be part of the lease.
For the owner-operators affected,
most of us would love to have their
problem. A million dollar gain for an
outlay of $20000 pa. I’ll take that any
day. But I do recognise there is a cashflow problem, so a loan system, guaranteed by the new property valuation,
could overcome that.
Land Tax is the only tax that
encourages productive behaviour. If we
collect more tax from the land that we
claim for our own use, we can reduce
stamp duties, payroll taxes and even
lower income and company taxes - all
of which are employment destroying
taxes. We can work as a community to
create a society that we can all be proud
of, paid for by denying rent-seekers their
self-interested plunder.
Leo Foley, Prosper Australia

When is a tax
not a tax?
“The Sunday Tasmanian”,
22 November, 2009 by Leo Foley.
An efficient tax system provides incentives for positive, productive behaviour. None of our existing taxes, State
or Federal, do that.
The Henry Review of Taxation
faces an enormous task in its quest

to simplify the system. But it will be
helped considerably by the submission
from the Tasmanian government’s Business Tax Reference Group. The submission recommends broadening the land
tax to all property.
In last week’s column, Bruce Felmingham grudgingly describes land tax as
the “best of the worst among all…the
forms of taxation we have invented”.
Faint praise, indeed. But the economics profession is all at sea on land. The
profession got it wrong 100 years ago,
when it excluded land as a factor of production. They have struggled to explain
the real world ever since, culminating in
this year’s 2009 Nobel Prize in Economics being awarded to a political scientist
instead!
However, previous Nobel winners
have supported land tax for the incentives it provides in an economy. Four
Nobel winners were amongst dozens
of economists who lobbied Mr Gorbachev to initiate a land tax at the fall
of the Soviet Union. He didn’t, and the
country has suffered economically ever
since. How different it could have been
had they followed this advice:
“There is a danger that you will
adopt features of our economies that
keep us from being as prosperous as
we might be. It is important that the
rent of land be retained as a source of
government revenue. While the governments of developed nations with
market economies collect some of the
rent of land in taxes, they do not collect
nearly as much as they could, and they
therefore make unnecessarily great use
of taxes that impede their economies –
taxes on such things as incomes, sales
and the value of capital”.
(continued page 17)
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TAX HAVENS
Delaware – a black hole in the heart of America
By Nick Mathiason, The Observer, Sunday 1 November 2009
The US state has been named the
world’s most opaque jurisdiction
in a major new survey of financial
secrecy.
You’re a billionaire but you don’t
want anyone, least of all the taxman, to know. What do you do?
Head for a palm-fringed island
paradise or a snow-covered Alpine
micro-state?
Wrong. The world’s most opaque
jurisdictions – the ones that will
best shield you and your cash from
the light – are mostly in the heart
of the most sophisticated and powerful global financial centres.
London, Luxembourg and Zurich
are in the top five most secretive
jurisdictions, according to the first
comprehensive index of financial
transparency ever compiled. Yet
top of the pile, beating the British
Virgin Islands, Belize or Liechtenstein as the best place to hide
wealth, is Delaware.
One of the smallest states in the
US, it offers the best protection
for anyone who does not want to
disclose their identity as a beneficial owner of a company. That is
one very good reason why the East
Coast state hosts 50% of the US’s
quoted firms and 650,000 companies – almost equivalent to one
company per Delaware resident.
The Financial Secrecy Index
took 18 months to compile, was
researched by senior academics, accountants and investigators
under the banner of the Tax Justice
Network, and runs to 1,800 pages.
It uses findings from the Financial
Action Task Force, the high-level
global body combating money
laundering and terrorist finance,
18

and the International Narcotics
Control Strategy Report, as well as
12 key indicators involving bank
secrecy rules, disclosure of beneficial ownership and trust law.
It finds that Delaware – the political power-base of the US vicepresident, Joe Biden – offers high
levels of banking secrecy and does
not make details of trusts, company accounts and beneficial ownership a matter of public record.
Delaware also allows companies to
re-domicile within its borders with
minimal disclosure, and allows the
existence of privacy-enhancing
“protected cell” or “segregated
portfolio” companies, among many
other stratagems useful for protecting the identity of those who do
business there.
The only financial privacy indicator on which Delaware scores positively is that it is party to a large
number of international tax information sharing agreements, but
this is because those agreements
are signed by the United States.
Delaware state officials say it is
not the ability to protect identities
that attracts so many companies
and individuals to register businesses; rather, it is the state’s sophisticated judicial system, which
has evolved, they say, into the top
corporate dispute resolution centre
in America.
But lawyer Jack Blum, a former
US Senate staff attorney who
has worked on high-profile fraud
cases, including the BCCI investigation, says: “Secrecy in Delaware has been a massive problem
and has been for sometime. They
have a lot of rules that… make it

so advantageous to be there that
it is breathtaking.” And, he adds,
requests for legal assistance from
other countries fall on deaf ears.
“The requests pile up in district
courts. It’s beyond embarrassing.
It’s a disgrace.”
Delaware’s top position in the
index will be greeted with raised
eyebrows in Switzerland, which
has just emerged from a bitter twoyear legal dispute with the US over
Swiss bank UBS’s role in facilitating tax evasion on a vast scale.
Both jurisdictions are joined in
the top five by the UK. Though
Britain does not have many of the
features of a secrecy jurisdiction –
for instance, accounts are publicly
available and companies cannot
change their domicile without trace
– London has been dragged into
the list because of its sheer scale as
a financial centre and its capacity
to facilitate money-laundering and
terrorist finance.
In a devastating appraisal of the
UK’s financial investigation powers, the Financial Action Task
Force, in its most recent assessment two years ago, stated: “There
are not adequate measures in place
to ensure that there is adequate,
accurate and timely information
on the beneficial ownership and
control of legal persons that can
be obtained or accessed in a timely
fashion.”
Not surprisingly, representatives
from the Caymans and Luxembourg, which made it into the top
five, are aggrieved at their inclusion. Anthony Travers, chairman
of Cayman Finance, the islands’
business representative body, says:
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“Anybody who claims to have
evidence that Cayman is opaque
hasn’t read the IMF and Financial
Action Task Force reports nor the
US version from the General Accountability Office... [This] report
[has a] selective bias and [is]
totally discredited, and will be seen
as such by everybody in the financial world.”
Luxembourg’s Association of
Banks & Bankers (ABBL) takes a
similar line: “The ABBL does not
consider Luxembourg to be a ‘secrecy jurisdiction’. In both penal
and fiscal matters, Luxembourg
already co-operates more fully on
an international basis than 80% of
countries in the world.”
But John Christensen, a director
of Tax Justice Network and a joint
author of the report, says: “The

secrecy jurisdictions are found in
North America, the former British empire and Europe. These are
the regions which have driven the
neo-liberalisation project that has
skewered financial markets and
turned them into criminogenic
markets. They can attract capital
with no questions asked. What this
reveals is the massive hypocrisy of
OECD states.”
The world’s most powerful countries will aim to clamp down further on offshore tax havens at the
G20 finance ministers’ meetings
in Scotland later this month. The
question of whether they should
extend the measures they take to
their own jurisdictions will not, in
all likelihood, be on the agenda.

The top five secrecy jurisdictions
1. Delaware, US: The world’s top secrecy
jurisdiction. Register a company here and no one
will ever know. If you have overseas income, it
will be tax exempt.
2. Luxembourg: Europe’s most powerful investment
management centre. It does require company
accounts to be publicly available. But in virtually
every other category secrecy rules.
3. Switzerland: The traditional home of the opaque
bank. For years, it resisted international requests
for tax information exchange.
4. Cayman Islands: The Caribbean island has a
serious budget crisis. Its leaders take a dim view
of having the “good name” of the most powerful
hedge fund centre tarnished by accusations.
5. City of London, UK: The International Narcotics Control Strategy Report said last year: “Illicit
cash is consolidated in the UK and then moved
overseas where it can readily enter the legitimate
financial system.” It adds: “Drug traffickers and
other criminals are able to launder substantial
amounts of money in the UK despite improved
anti-money laundering measures.”

LETTERS continued
from page 15
Private ownership of land is the
foundation of all western societies.
However, people realise there is something special about land. It is recognised
as the birthright of all people, yet we
allow a few people to claim monopoly
profits when they rent or sell. A fair system would allow newcomers, whether
immigrants, refugees, or home-grown,
an equal opportunity to obtain land on
which to live and work. They would
not have to drown in debt just to get a
foothold.
Originally, Land Tax sought to
create an equal society, so land could
transfer easily between users, but
exemptions and privileges for special
interests narrowed the tax to what is
now just a wealth tax, satisfying no-one.
But it is still possible for land tax to
achieve its potential, not as the ‘best of
the worst’, but as an engine of growth
for the economy.
In fact, a real land tax is not a tax at
all. It is more accurately described as a
rent for the exclusive use of the land we
occupy. A tax, whether on income, sales
or a transaction, is a levy on the productive process. Taxes hurt the economy,
and the taxpayer. Land rent is different.
It encourages owners to put land to its
most productive use, to the benefit of
all.
The increased production will kickstart the economy, allowing businesses
to prosper, while the rent collected will
pay for the public projects we all desire,
but say we cannot afford. Improved
infrastructure and services will generate
higher land rents, allowing even better
services. An upward spiral of economic
and social benefit would be unleashed.
For a productive economy, equity, environmental protection, and
improved public services, we should
be supporting reform of land tax, not
allowing it to be scrapped.
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GAETANO
FILANGIERI
(1752 - 1788)
Geoists in History by Karl Williams
His father, the prince of a Neapolitan state, intended Gaetano for a
military career, which he commenced
at the early age of seven, but Gaetano
would instead rise to become an outspoken jurist, philosopher and class traitor
who denounced the privileges of land
monopoly. Almost single-handedly, he
would devise a series of geoist tax reforms and a system of governance that
were light years ahead of the so-called
Age of Enlightenment through which
he lived. Benjamin Franklin deeply
admired and corresponded with him,
ordering eight copies of his lengthy
economic and political texts, yet his
name has almost completely faded from
history.
Gaetano Filangieri was born at
Naples and in his early life practiced as
a lawyer there. At the bar his knowledge
and eloquence secured his early success,

while his defence of a royal decree reforming abuses in the administration of
justice gained him the favor of the king,
Ferdinand IV, and his prime minister,
Bernardo Tanucci, and led to several
honourable appointments at court. Such
connections ensured a degree of political immunity – he became a gentleman
of the chamber to Ferdinand, who
was the son of Charles III of Spain.
Little did the royalty suspect the radical
reformer they were letting into their
bosom! His other big break came in the
form of a hefty allowance from a rich
uncle – now Gaetano had the time and
resources for his literary pursuits.
Gaetano was undoubtedly shaped
by the tumultuous circumstances in
which Italy found itself during the 18th
century, when it was still trying to wrest
itself free of Europe’s interminable territorial conquests while, at the same time,

was also witnessing the looming French
Revolution. The War of the Spanish
Succession saw control of much of Italy
pass from Spain to Austria, culminating
in the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713. The
Spaniards regained Naples and Sicily in
1738.
Spanish and Austrian hegemony
was not always based on direct rule.
While states such as Venice, the Papal
States, the duchies of Este, did not
come under the direct control of the
empires, a large part of the rest of Italy
relied on them for protection against
external aggression. The political and
cultural roles of the church—in particular, the supremacy of the pope, the

“I propose to introduce the reform
gradually and with the greatest care. A
tax particularly burdensome should be
first taken off, its net amount accurately
calculated, and an equivalent laid upon
the land. When this step is once taken,
a similar one should follow, and others
gradually. I propose that the law should
be a sacred obligation which every
succeeding prince should acknowledge
the very moment that he seated himself,
for the first time, on the throne of his
ancestors.”
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immunity of clerics from the state’s
legal and fiscal apparatus, the church’s
intolerance and intransigence in theological and institutional matters, as well
as its wealth and property—constituted
the central problems in the reform
schemes of Italy’s nascent intellectual
movement.
Then there was the all-powerful
aristocracy which retained total control
of both politics and wealth, dominating
land ownership and manipulating legal
and political institutions in the towns
to maintain their position. The growing
wealth of 18th century Italy accrued to
the value of its concentrated land ownership, in sharp contrast to the deteriorating social and economic position of
the urban masses and the growing rural
population. Witnessing these worsening difficulties of daily life, Gaetano,
much in the manner of Henry George
a century later, applied himself to the
root cause of the paradox of progress
and poverty.
Having the means to travel and
study and being filled with reforming
ardour and a passionate patriotism,
Gaetano employed his vehement
eloquence in denouncing all the abuses
of his time, mostly through a series of
ground-breaking books.
In 1782 he published the first two
of six proposed books entitled The
Science of Legislation. The first book
contained an exposition of the rules on
which legislation in general ought to
proceed, while the second was devoted
to economic problems and showed the
unmistakable influence of the teachings
of the physiocrats, that evolved group
of French geoists. Gaetano similarly
asserted that one of the fundamental
tenets of political economy is the levying of a unico dazio, or the impot unique
– that is, the single tax on land values
which Gaetano maintained was the
only feasible and equitable system of
governmental revenue.
He went further in recommended
the method of implementation – that
the land tax should be introduced only
gradually, slowly removing taxes on
in¬dustry and production and proportionately increasing taxes on land

values. Gaetano integrated his economics into a wholistic world view where
we recognise certain natural laws that
govern our economic life. If we regulated our lives according to these natural laws, Gaetano argued, we would
abolish poverty and secure justice and
prosperity for all.
In attempting to free eighteenthcentury societies from the remnants of
feudal institutions that obstructed international peace and economic growth,
The Science of Legislation reinterprets
Montesquieu and Genovesi through the
influences of French radical and Enlightenment thought (Helvétius, Raynal,
l’Encyclopédie), as well as the econom-

the completion of his work. In the same
year appeared his third book, relating
entirely to the principles of criminal
jurisprudence. The suggestion which he
made in it as to the need for reform in
the Roman Catholic Church brought
upon him the censure of the ecclesiastical authorities, and it was condemned
by the congregation of the Index in
1784. In 1785 he published three additional volumes, making the fourth book
of the projected work, and dealing with
education and morals.
His economic expertise was, one
might be surprised to learn, still recognised by royalty, and in 1787 he was
appointed a member of the supreme

“A direct tax is no other than a tax on
land, which is the true and lasting source
of public riches, and should bear the
whole burden of public contributions....
On the first appearance the landowner
might be supposed to pay the whole,
but every class of the community would
in reality bear a part of it, in proportion
to its fortune and abilities.”
ics of Hume and Verri. But the geoist
influence of the French physiocrats is
central, aiming to abolish all forms of
private appropriation of what should
be the Common Wealth, giving rise to
a society based on civil rights, a fair distribution of wealth and resources. Like
nearly all geoists, Gaetano advocated
free trade, but only when the privileges
of land monopoly were removed to enable the fair distribution of the fruits of
free trade.
The success of The Science of
Legislation was great and immediate
not only in Italy, but throughout Europe
at large. It has gone through many editions, and has been translated into most
of the languages of Europe.
In 1783 Gaetano married, resigned
his appointments at court, and retired
to a rural retreat outside of Naples
where he devoted himself steadily to

treasury council by Ferdinand IV.
However his health, impaired by close
study and over-work in his new office, compelled his retirement. He died
somewhat suddenly of tuberculosis in
1788, having just completed the first
part of the fifth book of his Scienza,
one short of his original goal. Gaetano
had lived fast and died young, at 36, but
at least he left a rich legacy in the form
of comprehensive economic doctrines
that tapped into the universal truth that
the fruits of the Earth should rightly be
the equal and common inheritance of
all humanity. Bravo!

Next issue: Andrew Carnegie became the richest man in the world, but
he still upheld geoist principles.
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PROSPER AUSTRALIA NEWS
Latest news from our Projects Coordinator, Karl Fitzgerald.

The last few months of the year
have seen a peak in activities. The
Michael Hudson tour was a top success
with 7 public talks and a huge number
of high profile meets. Through Hudson’s impeccable reputation we had
meetings with the Reserve Bank, the
Grattan Institute’s Saul Eslake, former
RBA governor Bob Johnson (Hawke’s
governor who floated the dollar),
Senator Scott Ludlam (Greens housing
spokesperson) and Age journalist Tim
Colebatch.
Professor Hudson’s talk at Parliament was a definite highlight. Troublemaker Barnaby Joyce was in the
audience, as were Chiefs of Staff from
the Prime Minister’s office, Treasury
and Ministry of Finance. Treasury’s
Chief Economist was also there. To
hear Hudson explain our story within
the context of a 600 year battle to
remove the hangover of feudalism was
greatly appreciated. Make sure you
visit Michael Hudson’s multimedia
highlights (including interviews on Late
Night Live and ABC International plus
his chart-busting Age article) via http://
www.prosper.org.au/2009/11/24/
hudson-multimedia-highlights/
Bouncing straight out of that we hit
the streets with our prankster campaign
- Real Estate 4 Ransom. Five hundred
posters were distributed throughout the
city’s posterboards and alleyways to
raise eyebrows such as ABC breakfast
host Red Symons, who after seeing
a poster, read out live on air “If you
owned all the money in the world and I
all the land, how much do you think I’d
charge you for your first night’s rent?’
To which he said ‘Half first night, the
rest on the second!’. A plug worth thousands. Calls have also been coming in
from members having friends who have
never been interested in our topic mention that they had a seen a ‘For Ransom
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- the Great Australian Dream’ coreflute
sign on a vacant block. This is a thought
starter of a campaign and has alerted
many young people to the dangers of
speculation. Check the youtube video
and facebook groups via www.realestate4ransom.com
Our 2009 I Want to Live Here film
competition awarded the $3000 first
prize to Ingrid Brooker for her ‘War on
Creativity’ clip. Featuring a collage of
maps, monopoly houses and a rubik’s
cube, this fast paced piece captured the
attention of the judges and met our 4
key objectives. This is another key tool
for us to awaken the everyday person to
how rent seekers undermining our communities. The comp was featured on a
number of blogs and led to an entertaining screening event, where Aussie Jules
did a top job comparing the night. A
‘fashion distractor’ concept was developed so that hipsters could send mixed
messages to speculators wanting to pry
in on the hippest communities. Stay
tuned to more as we build more support from the ground up - the artists are
coming onboard!
Karl Fitzgerald
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NEXT ISSUE’S THEME IS...
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
With the Sustainable Living Festival coming up, we
thought the next theme could be about sustainability and
particularly environmental sustainability. Economic growth
is commonly thought to conflict with the environment but
we can show how changing the system to remove taxes will
conserve the environment and even create a booming sector in rehabilitation. Some common concerns people have is
how to stop over exploitation of forests, fisheries, biodiversity
and water. How can we transition to a greener, low carbon
emitting society and how do we cope with the disasters of
climate change. Another misunderstanding is that collecting
land rents will force all land to be developed in order to afford
to pay the rent. These questions and more will be explored in
the next issue. Please send you contributions or questions to
progress@prosper.org.au

Are you a trial subscriber?
If you like the ideas you’ve read
here please join our organization,
Prosper Australia. Membership
costs $30 and includes a
subscription to Progress.
Ways to Join
•
Drop by our office
•
Ring us
•
Via the website
•
Post, Fax or Email your
details to us
See the inside front cover for our
contact details. The information
we need is on the right.

JOIN US
You can pay by cash, cheque or
credit card.
Australia/NZ members $30
(Membership includes Progress)
Progress subscription only Aus $15,
NZ/Pacific A$30, Other A$35.
Name:..................................................................
Address................................................................
............................................................................
Phone*:................................................................
Email*:................................................................
Payment membership A$_____
Payment subscription only A$____
Credit Card Type:..................Expiry:....................
Card Number: . ....................................................
Signature: ............................................................
Todays Date.....................................(* = optional)
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FOR RANSOM
- THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN DREAM WHY WORK? SPECULATE!
COMMUNITY CREATES THE VALUE
YOU TAKE THE PROFIT

Cnr of Swanston & Collins St. Melbourne. Friday Nov 27, 2009, 3pm.
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